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(1) Why we know so little about silver mining in 
late imperial China and why mining was so 
awkward

=> Limitations of written sources
(2) Why and how remains a reconstruction of 

silver mines in the Far Southwest is possible
=> fieldwork and industrial records

The awkwardness of silver mining and 
the realities on site



Silver mines in late imperial China
We know precious little about silver mines in Ming - Qing China

• Mining shifted to the Southwest during the Yuan (13th cent.)

• All snippets in Ming records: > 1 printed page
According to an 18th century source, 23 mines were worked

during the late Ming
Some 10 knwon by name and located

• Qing records: > 10 pages
Names of some 50 mines, 
(150 in 20th century records)
Scope and period of expoitation

• 1849-73: Civil wars: collapse of mining



Silver mining
and silver money

Tax records suggest very small outputs.

But:
Monetary history and silver imports suggest a different story.

By 1430, the monetary system was silverized. Taxes were payable in 
silver, reserves were held in silver, and many market transactions used
silver

From 1570 to the 1820s, China imported of silver from Japan and from
Spanish America

Estimates of domestic outputs: 500 – 2,600 tons

Estimates of total imports : 20,000 to 100,000 tons



Reasons for the scarcity of sources

1) Silver was used as money, but it never became a minted and
controlled currency. 

2) In the Confucian perspective, mining was harmful 礦害

Recklessness:  an acitivity in pursuit of profit 礦利
利之一字，凶于而家，害于而国

Pollution: of water bodies and soil, harmful to agriculture,

makes people diseased 病民

Miners are a problem for social stability: 礦徒
Unruly hordes of single men, prone to rioting and insurgency

礦徒易聚難散，小則争掠，大則啸聚，关系地方不小。



人睹其利，予睹其害。
夫礦開則人聚，人聚則食廣。
雲南有限之谷，其能飼此不耕之人乎！
(倪蜕 Ni Shui, early 18th cent)

People see profit; I see calamity.
For when mines are opened, people congregate, and where 
people congregate, they consume food far and wide.
Yunnan, with ist limited grain, cannot feed these people who 
do not work the land!

The purist Confucian stance



The gap between
official records
and reality

The prefect of Zhaotong 昭通知府
in official winter outfit, photo ca. 1900.

Customary local
arrangements 陋規



Increase in materials since 
1700, especially for Yunnan 

1705: cautious promotion of copper 
mining in Yunnan 
1738: Yunnan made the supplier of
copper for the imperial mints

=> Copper mining administration, which in 
fact also covered silver mines

A tax office at a copper mine, ca. 1840. 
The woodcut shows workers, the tax 

official in a reclining chair and an 
accountant at a counter with an abacus.

=>
New approaches for
re-assessing
domestic silver mining:
1. Industrial records
2. Remains on site



Industrial and scientific records
Esp. on re-smelting of old slags

Survey report
by the Burma 
Corporation of
the Maolong
Mines 1929

Materials 
1956 to
1980s 
held by
the Beiya
Mining
Corp.



Remains: e.g. slag dumps



Getting oriented: Mapping and localization
Mining areas in China, 10th to 19th century







Fieldwork

The main mining slope of the
Lema Mines 乐马厂: 

A ruptured limestone cone

A mining gallery, 
Shiyang Mines 石羊厂



Oral
Histories and
local knowledge

Informants at Laochang, 
Gengma; Fulong, Lanping
and Dashuigou, Shuangbai



Remains

Mr. Peng at a grave, Malong Mines 马龙厂
Temple site and cupellation hearth, 

Shiyang Mines 石羊厂



The Bainiu Mines in Ninglang District

宁蒗县
白牛厂

No offical 
tax records



He Zongzhang 賀宗章, late Qing reminiscences of period
before 1850: 

如永北银厂，吾友刘春霆云曾办过，昔规模阔大，永北
同知，日进陋规大银一锭五十余两，以为常。
For example the silver mines of Yongbei, which my friend
Liu Chunting once ran, formerly were huge. The sub-
prefect of Yongbei regularly received a piece of over 50 
liang silver per day.

=> 1.85 kg per day = output of about 2,000 tons at the top tax 
rate of 30% 

How can a mine on this order stay invisible?



View of the village and the slope covered in slag dumps





The Mianhuadi Mines in Huidong District

会东县
棉花地厂

Probably 
quite 
important 
for a limited 
period in 
the late 
18th 
century



View into Mianhuadi valley from the east bank of the Jinshajiang

Xinshan
Mianhuadi



会东大桥镇，2016年11月19日
Mr. : Xin Wang 辛旺 pointing out remains

Remains of the tunnel gate 嶆门 near the

top end of Mianhuadi village



Remains of
buildings at 
Mianhuadi



Mianhuadi village
Orange lines: foundation walls of temples
Small red area: slag dump, still on site large red area: probable max. slag dump



The Malong Mines in Shuangbai District

双柏县
马龙厂

Probably 
exploited 
during 
Ming, scale 
unknown, 
still in 
existence by 
1849



Mr. Duan Bichao 段必朝



View of Malong village from the Guanyin temple

Hunan 
temple Graves

Mosque



Gangue layer behind
new building



The Malong Mines at 
Malong, Changdacun
(Old Mines) and at 
Majiatian (New Mines)

Red areas: Slag dumps
Orange areas: temple 

sites
Purple area: Gangue heaps

Green area: graves



Slags at the Mingguang Mines

19 sites visited, 
surprises in every single site. 

At this point of an ongoing project, we can confirm silver outputs of domestic 
mining for 1400-1850 of at least 29,000 tons. 

With 1 expected exception, all sites showed evidence of a scale far above the 
documented exploitation. 

We are working on a grading system that takes in slags, gangue heaps, 
buildings and other remains .

Monetary history may be in for a major revision.

Conclusion



Nanny Kim and Yang Yuda

=> http://www.zo.uni-heidelberg.de/sinologie/research/epm

Thank you!
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